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MONTECO.
MONTOYER GOES
ECOLOGICAL.

“

Monteco is a dream coming true: an
ecological timber office building in the heart
of the EU district on the iconic Rue Montoyer.
Hence the name: a mix of Montoyer and
ecological.
Quote by Leasinvest
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Monteco, in the heart of the European Quarter

Situated on the junction of the highly

a stone’s throw from key institutions

whether you are cycling to work or

desired Rue Montoyer and the Rue de

like the European Parliament, Europe-

driving through the city. Just 10 kilo-

l’Industrie, Monteco has everything

an Commission and councils.

metres from Brussels Airport, Monteco

going for it. The impressive timber con-
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is surrounded by shops, restaurants,

struction is nestled in the very heart of

Monteco will be highly accessible by

amenities and everything you could

the European Quarter in Brussels, only

both public and private transport,

ever want.

LOCATION.
LOCATION.
LOCATION.
PARC DU
CINQUANTENAIRE
JUBELPARK

Its location in the Central Business
District of Brussels makes Monteco an
ideal spot for offices, companies and
high-profile employees with a link to the
European institutions. And if it’s green
you’re after, there are plenty of parks
nearby to discover at your leisure, such
as Meeûs Square, Frère Orban Square,
Leopold Park and the Park of Brussels.
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“

The search for efficiency and innovation
inspired the first high-rise construction in
Brussels with a wooden structure.
Quote by Archi 2000

3D technical section of the timber construction
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THE FUTURE OF
ECO OFFICES IS
TODAY.
The excellent location on Rue Montoyer

ability is something that will be reflect-

is only part of the story. Monteco will

ed in all aspects of the building.

also break new ground, becoming the
first high-rise office building in the

Monteco is a passive high-rise that

Central Business District of Brussels

will raise the bar for sustainable office

with a timber frame. This will mark the

buildings in Brussels. Every design de-

start of a new generation of sustaina-

tail will have a positive impact on the

ble, circular office buildings.

climate, such as a green roof on the
7th floor that makes smart use of city

The choice for a timber frame makes

space and buffers the collected rain-

perfect ecological sense. The timber

water. A water recovery system en-

used in the construction of the frame

sures that not a drop is wasted, while

comes from sustainable forestry (FSC

photovoltaic cells on the roof gener-

label). Meaning that the CO2 captured

ate green energy. In a context of global

by the trees remains embodied in the

warming and climate change, Monteco

building, reducing the carbon foot-

will play its part.

print. During the construction phase,
fuels for transport and machinery will

The attention to ecological details con-

be kept to a minimum. Meanwhile,

tinues on the inside. Motion detected

newly planted trees will absorb CO2 in

LED lighting, an advanced air cir-

the atmosphere. The result: the timber

culation system based on the CO2

is responsible for far less CO2 than a

in the room and data driven heating

traditional concrete or steel building.

and cooling all create a pleasant work-

Naturally, a building with wood as a

ing environment that is both smart and

natural insulator requires less energy

sustainable.

to heat and cool, This focus on sustain-
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Behind Monteco’s traditional façade,

The architects had more than just

wooden elements play an important

aesthetics in mind. Smart, sustaina-

role throughout the interior of the

ble solutions will take care of the op-

building. When entering the building,

erational side of things. Heat pumps

the entrance hall and mezzanine in-

and solar panels will provide energy

stantly highlight the positive impact

efficient Heating, Ventilation and Cool-

wood, one of nature’s finest elements,

ing (HVAC). The result? Zero fossil fu-

has on the human body. The striking

els used and the right temperature all

design and high-quality materials

year around. A pleasant place to be and

create a remarkable experience for an-

work.

yone entering the building.
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Every design decision was made with
the environment in mind. Monteco
will be highly energy efficient and CO2
neutral. The ambition? To receive an
excellent BREEAM rating, the world’s
leading

sustainability

assessment.

Setting an example for other office
buildings in Brussels and leading to a
more sustainable future.
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STATE-OF-THESMART BUILDING.

“

Our ambition is to create the first timber high-rise
construction in the bustling Central Business
District of Brussels that is professional, exclusive,
energy-efficient and dynamic. Monteco has what it
takes to become all of those things and more.
Quote by ION
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Monteco will be an office building like no

pressive panoramic views of the city.

other. The new timber construction will

And of course, there will be an under-

feature approximately 3.700 m of of-

ground parking with sufficient parking

fice space spread across 8 floors. Each

spots for cars and charging points for

floor will have a free height of almost 3

electric vehicles.

2

metres with windows that stretch from
ground to ceiling. The abundance of

Another striking feature is the smart

natural light will create an impressive

use of modular platforms on each

sense of space, increasing the con-

floor. Level 2 to 6 will feature identi-

nection with the environment. This ex-

cal platforms of around 587 m2, with a

ceptional feeling of transparency and

smaller level 8 providing around 311 m2.

connection will make Monteco truly

The building offers great flexibility:

remarkable.

a single floor can be divided into two
halves. If desired, the user can even

On level +7, there will be a roof ter-

install a private staircase between the

race with stunning views of the Euro-

different levels. One thing is for sure:

pean district. An exclusive service that

working inside the sustainable timber

is available to all tenants of the building

building will be a unique experience.

and ideal for a breath of fresh air during a long working day. Meanwhile, lev-

Monteco will always leave a mark.

el 8 will feature extra offices with im-
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WELCOME TO
MONTECO.

PROJECT PLAN

LEVEL +00

HSP = 251 cm

HSPL = 286 cm

0
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50 100

500 cm

30th July 2020

Enter Monteco and you will be greet-

The entrance lobby with a coffee cor-

facilitate meetings or presentations.

ed by a monumental transparent and

ner, meeting bubbles and flexible

Everything to make employees shine.

animated double height lobby that will

co-working areas are available to all

take your breath away. Wood will play

occupants of the building, facilitating

The key location in the Central Busi-

a prominent role throughout the build-

flexible working solutions and collab-

ness District means that Monteco is set

ing, creating a coherent and striking

orations between the different com-

to become an ideal working environ-

visual aesthetic.

panies. Shared meeting rooms for

ment for lobbyists, lawyers and other

all tenants will be installed on the 7th

high-profile employees working in the

For the athletic and environmental-

floor. These meeting rooms will have

European Parliament, European Com-

friendly people who bike to work, there

direct access to a large terrace with

mission and other companies in the

will be a bicycle parking directly con-

breath-taking views. An experience

bustling European Quarter. All in com-

nected to changing rooms and show-

that all tenants of the building will have

plete discretion and with the greatest

er facilities. This will encourage more

access to via the common area on the

respect for privacy.

employees to think twice about the
PROJECT PLAN
environment and leave their cars in the

7th floor. Catering and coffee corners

driveway at home. A sustainable solu-

inside and outside on the terrace, as

tion that will also reduce traffic jams.

well as the latest technologies that

will be present to enjoy a coffee both

LEVEL +07

HSP = 251 cm

HSPL = 286 cm

ed into
k area

0

50

100

500 cm

30th July 2020
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HIGH LEVEL.
NEXT LEVEL.
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Space will play an important role in
Monteco: the high ceilings and glass
walls create a feeling of transparency
and openness that is unparalleled. This
feeling of lightness is also reflected in
the choice of materials and finishing.
From the ground to the roof terrace,
even the tiniest details are carefully
considered. All of the materials that will
be used in the final construction are
high-end, sustainable and meant to
last a lifetime. Monteco is here to stay.
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OPTION A - PROJECT PLAN

TYPE LEVEL
OPTION A

HSP = 251 cm

HSPL = 286 cm
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The flexible nature of Monteco will be

Smart technologies will make Monteco

one of the distinguishing features of

a particularly pleasant and safe place0

will proactively activate the heating or

the building. The modular nature of

to work. An advanced air treatment

anteeing a constant level of comfort

each floor allows the spaces to be eas-

system will identify the number of in-

throughout the day in the entire build-

ily split into two parts, with the option

dividuals in a meeting room or work-

ing. During the winter, a minimum tem-

of connecting the two floors with an

space based on the level of CO2. It will

perature of 20° Celsius is guaranteed

internal private staircase. Each space

then adjust the ventilation accordingly.

inside the offices. And during the sum-

can be planned as desired and will fea-

Meanwhile, the energy efficient LED

mer months, there will be a maximum

ture the necessary amenities: a kitch-

lighting (with a light level of 500 lux in

delta temperature of 4° Celsius.

enette, coffee corner and bathrooms.

the offices) will only be activated when

Perfectly adjusted to contemporary

movement is detected, reducing ener-

office needs.

gy costs. Data and weather forecasts

50 100

cm
cooling between 500
6 am
and 9 pm, guar-

30th July 2020

OPTION B - PROJECT PLAN

TYPE LEVEL
OPTION B

HSP = 251 cm

HSPL = 286 cm

d into 2 MR (12P + 6P)
desk
+ 2 bubbles

SUBDIVISION OF THE FLOORS.
0

ABOVE GROUND

UNDERGROUND

50 100

500 cm

30th July 2020

Level +8

312 m2

Level -1

6 parking spots

Level +7

Common meeting rooms +
103m2 terrace

Level -2

8 parking spots

Level -3

Archives and technical rooms

Level +6

587 m2

Level +5

587 m2

Level +4

587 m2

Level +3

587 m2

Level +2

587 m2

Level +1

430 m2

Level 0

TOTAL above ground

Entrance lobby, bike parking
with 20 spots and shower
facilities

3.674 m2
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BETTER.
SMARTER.
GREENER.
Monteco will be much more than the

Nothing has been left to chance and

sum of its parts. To summarise the

every single floor is packed with in-

ground-breaking timber office build-

telligent features. An automated air

ing, three words come to mind. Better.

treatment system, motion detected

Smarter. Greener.

LED lighting and data driven heating
and cooling are all on the cards. Im-

Monteco will be better than a tradi-

agine the smart technologies that will

tional office building in a number of

be available when the building opens.

ways. The glass walls and high ceilings
will create a transparency and open-

Sustainability is the driving force be-

ness that offers an unparalleled work-

hind Monteco and the building was

ing experience. The stunning views of

designed to be green. This is most ob-

the European Quarter on the shared

viously reflected in the wooden, ‘circu-

rooftop and terrace are a constant re-

lar’ construction that requires far less

minder that the Belgian and European

concrete, produces practically no CO2

institutions, restaurants and shops

and has a lower energy consumption. A

are just a short walk away. Add to this

green roof adds life and natural cooling

the high level of flexibility, co-working

in the concrete jungle, while solar pan-

spaces and the transparent entrance

els and heat pumps are used to power

lobby and meeting rooms, and you start

and heat up or cool down the building,

to understand why Monteco will indeed

guaranteeing a zero fossil fuel build-

be better than what has come before.

ing. A smart water recovery system
also ensures that not a drop of liquid

Monteco was designed to be smart.

is lost. The passive Monteco building is

Not only is it highly accessible by pri-

a testament to what man is capable of

vate and public transport, all practi-

and proof that an office building with a

cal amenities will be available onsite,

small carbon footprint in the centre of

including sufficient parking for cars,

a busy business district is no longer a

Electric Vehicle charging stations, a

distant dream.

bicycle parking, lockers and showers.
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“

Brussels is
among the top
ten sustainable
cities in Europe.
Monteco
is a strong
reminder of that
outstanding
achievement.
Quote by City of Brussels
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HELLO. WE ARE
LEASINVEST.
Leasinvest Real Estate SCA is a listed

are the driving force behind Leasinvest.

real estate company (BE-REIT) that in-

With a proactive commercial approach,

vests in high-quality offices and retail

finding the perfect professional hous-

buildings in prime locations across Bel-

ing is always the ambition, meeting the

gium, Luxemburg and Austria. Tenants

needs of all tenants.

TO LET,
LET’S TALK.
Monteco - Rue Montoyer 14, 1000 Brussels
www.monteco.be - Tel +32 (0)3 238 98 77 - info@monteco.be

All descriptions, illustrations and 3D renders enclosed in this document are for information purposes only. Monteco is subject to change
until final delivery of the building. This document is non-binding and is valid regarding surface space until the day it is rented to a third party.
Layout and production: www.square.be - 3D: www.nanopixel3d.com - Plans: www.cwdb.be
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